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Wheat grains contain three classes of xylanase inhibitors (XIs), i.e. TAXI (Triticum aestivum
xylanase inhibitor), XIP (xylanase inhibiting protein) and TLXI (thaumatin-like xylanase
inhibitor). These proteins are involved in plant defence and strongly affect cereal-based
processes in which inhibitor-sensitive xylanases are used. This paper reports on the
successful use of 2D-DIGE and tandem MS to discriminate XI (iso)forms and measures their
qualitative and quantitative variation in six different wheat cultivars. In total, 18 TAXI-, 27
XIP- and 3 TLXI-type XI spots were identified. The multiple members of the large TAXI-gene
family make a considerable contribution to the total TAXI population. For XIP-type XIs, XIP-I
is expressed as the predominant form, albeit under variable degrees of PTMs. Only one TLXI
genetic variant was identified, showing different degrees of glycosylation. Multiple
comparison analysis revealed up to 5-fold intercultivar differences in protein level of XI
(iso)forms. Evaluation of abundance patterns using multivariate statistical tools revealed
highly distinctive as well as correlated levels of different XI forms among the six cultivars.
As the constitutive (and induced) levels of the different XI (iso)forms, which are
differentially regulated in response to various forms of stress in other wheat plant parts,
considerably vary between the cultivars, it can be assumed that their degree of resistance
against pathogenic attack differs. Similarities in abundance profiles between XI (iso)forms
and pathogenesis-related chitinases are also in line with a role in plant defence.
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1. Introduction

Plants are continually exposed to pathogens, and hence, have
developed several strategies to defend themselves in order to
survive. Pathogen attack often starts at the cell wall surface
with the production of cell-wall degrading enzymes, such as
polygalacturonases and glucanases, by the invading organ-
ism. For infection of wheat in particular, endo-β-D-1,4-
xylanases (xylanases) are important as the cell wall largely
consists of arabinoxylans [1]. In response to attack, plants,
among other actions, synthesize pathogenesis-related (PR)-
proteins, which are involved in plant protection.

In wheat, three structurally different classes of xylanase
inhibiting proteins (XIs), showing homologies with PR-pro-
teins, are expressed; i.e. Triticum aestivum xylanase inhibitor
(TAXI) [2,3], xylanase inhibiting protein (XIP) [4,5] and thau-
matin-like xylanase inhibitor (TLXI) [6]. In light of their
specificity towards xylanases of microbial origin [4,6,7], and
their inducibility by pathogens and wounding [8–10], XIs are
indeed believed to play a role in plant defence, rather than that
they have a regulatory function within the plant. Additionally,
proteomic [11] as well as transcriptomic studies [9,10] revealed
thatXIs appear inwheat grains as polymorphic families. Often,
plant defence-related proteins are encoded by families of
related genes which usually have specific structural and
regulatory features [12]. The evolutionary advantage of having
multiple genes can derive from their different modes of
regulation, which may ensure the expression of at least one
gene member in different infection scenarios. In addition, the
wheat plant may have evolved a large heterogeneity of XIs to
obtain distinct recognition specificities towards the wide
variety of xylanases, secreted by pathogenic species. A cycle
of adaptation and counter-adaptation between the plant and
its enemyhasbeendescribed for several PR-proteins, including
polygalacturonase inhibitors (PGIPs) [13,14]. Apart from their
biological role, XIs have been mainly studied because of their
impact in cereal-based applications [15], such as bread-making
[16], gluten-starch separation [17] and refrigerated doughs [18].

In this study, the high resolving power of 2-DE and MALDI-
TOFMS/MSwasused to distinguish the differentTAXI-, XIP- and
TLXI-type XI (iso)forms and to identify themwithin the complex
pattern of the wheat grain proteome. Furthermore, DIGE
technology was used to measure intercultivar changes in
abundance for these large families of XI forms and to provide
an indication of the relative contribution of each of these forms
among the total XI population. Up until now, the intercultivar
variation inXI levelshasonlybeendeterminedfor the ‘total’pool
of TAXI-, XIP- or TLXI-type XIs using xylanase inhibition activity
assays [19,20] and/or immunoblot quantification methods [21].
Here, for the first time, we provide an in-depth analysis of the
complexity of XI proteins in different wheat cultivars. Multi-
variate statistical tools were used to reveal either remarkable
similarities or differences in abundance profiles within each
class of XIs, between different classes of XIs as well as between
XIs and non-XI proteins, with an emphasis on plant defence-
relatedproteins. This sheds some light on possible relationships
in gene expression and post-translational regulation within
differentwheat cultivars andprovidesadditional informationon
the biological function(s) of the different (iso)forms.
2. Materials and methods

2.1. Materials

Wheat (T. aestivum) cultivars Glenlea, Lona, Klein-Estrella,
Martonvasari-17, Kirkpinar-79, Hereward (harvest 2005) were
obtained from Dr. Zoltan Bedo (Agricultural Research Institute
of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences, Martonvasar, Hun-
gary) and ground into wholemeal using a Perten SKCS 3100
laboratory mill (Huddinge, Sweden). The six cultivars were
selected for their distinct TAXI, XIP and TLXI levels, based on
xylanase inhibition activity measurements and/or immuno-
blotting and probing with anti-XI specific polyclonal anti-
bodies [21]. All chromatographic and electrophoretic media
were obtained from GE Healthcare (Uppsala, Sweden). Com-
plete Protease Inhibitor Cocktail tablets were from Roche
Diagnostics (Vilvoorde, Belgium). Other chemicals and
reagents were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (Bornem, Bel-
gium) and were of analytical grade unless specified otherwise.

2.2. Experimental setup, sample preparation and protein
labelling

Wheat grain extracts of the six selected wheat cultivars were
prepared in quadruplicate as described previously [11]. Briefly,
samples were crushed in liquid nitrogen and 250 mg was
suspended in 1.0 ml Tris–HCl buffer (50.0 mM, pH 7.8),
containing Complete Protease Inhibitor Cocktail tablets (1
tablet/10 ml extraction buffer). Soluble wheat seed proteins
were precipitated with 4 volumes 10% TCA in acetone (over-
night, −20 °C) and pellets were washed twice in 80% acetone
and air-dried. Precipitated proteins were resuspended in
labelling buffer (7.0 M urea, 2.0 M thio-urea, 4.0% CHAPS,
30 mM Tris). Where necessary, the pH was adjusted to pH 8.5.
Protein concentrations were determined using the 2D-Quant-
kit (GE Healthcare). In general, minimal labelling with N-
hydroxysuccinimidyl-ester dyes Cy-3, Cy-5 and Cy-2 (GE
Healthcare) was performed as described by the manufacturer.
In brief, for each biological replicate, 50 µg of protein was
incubated (30min, on ice, in the dark) with 357 pmol of Cy-3 or
Cy-5, freshly dissolved in anhydrous dimethyl formamide.
The reactionwas quenched by the addition of 1.0 µl and 10mM
lysine (10 min, on ice, in the dark). Reciprocal labelling, in
which half of the replicates of each cultivar were labelled with
Cy-3 and the other half with Cy-5, was applied. This way,
artificial effects due to preferential labelling were avoided. In
addition, a pooled internal standard, consisting of 25 µg of
each of the 24 samples, was labelled with Cy-2. Equal volumes
of labelling buffer, supplemented with 40 mM DTT and 1.0%
IPG-buffer pH 6–11, were added to the labelled samples. Cy-3
and Cy-5 labelled replicates (24) were randomly grouped and
mixed with the Cy-2 labelled internal standard (12).

2.3. 2-DE and image analysis

Labelled wheat grain albumins/globulins were separated by 2-
DE as described previously [11]. In short, after rehydration in
Destreak rehydration solution (GE Healthcare) containing 0.5%
IPG-buffer pH 6–11, isoelectric focusing (∼30 kVh, 20 °C) was



Table 1 – ‘Total’ TAXI, XIP and TLXI levels (ppm) in
wholemeal of six wheat cultivars, measured by
immunoblotting and densitometric analysis [21].

Cultivar TAXI (ppm) XIP (ppm) TLXI (ppm)

Glenlea 190 208 124
Lona 81 228 84
Klein-Estrella 179 371 143
Martonvasari-17 111 175 119
Kirkpinar-79 121 276 150
Hereward 106 156 51
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performed on 18 cm IPG-strips in a pI range of 6 to 11 using the
Ettan IPGphor II IEF unit (GE Healthcare). SDS-PAGE was
carried out at 20 °C on 15.0% homogenous polyacrylamide gels
(MM range of 10 to 60 kDa) using the Ettan Daltsix vertical
electrophoresis system (GE Healthcare) in conjunction with
the Tris–glycine buffer system [22]. The differentially labelled
co-resolved protein maps were imaged using a Typhoon 9400
scanner (GE Healthcare) at dye-specific excitation wave-
lengths and emission band filters at 100 µm resolution.

Four preparative gels, containing 400 µg of wheat grain
albumins/globulins, were run in parallel with the DIGE gels and
were stained with Sypro Ruby protein stain (Invitrogen,
Carlsbad,CA,USA)according to themanufacturers' instructions.

2.4. Statistical analysis

Images were properly cropped and exported for analysis in
DeCyder software version 6.5 (GE Healthcare). They were first
processed using the DeCyder DIA (Differential In-gel Analysis)
software module to detect and differentially quantify the
protein spots in images from the same gel. Calculated volume
ratios Cy-3:Cy-2 and Cy-5:Cy-2 of all individual protein spots
were imported in the DeCyder BVA (Biological Variation
Analysis) software module. Gel-to-gel matching of the stan-
dard proteinmaps was then performed, followed by statistical
analysis based on the standardized protein log abundances.
ANOVA was applied to the matched spots to test for
differences in protein levels among the cultivars. Using the
EDA Version 1.0 (Extended Data Analysis) module within the
DeCyder software version 6.5 (GE Healthcare), data were
processed using multivariate analysis. Initially, a principal
component analysis (PCA) was performed on the proteins
occurring in at least 75% of all the spot maps to identify
sample outliers. A multiple comparison test (P<0.01) was
performed to detect the significantly different wheat cultivars.
To determine the intra-XI quantitative ratios, the volumes of
the identified spots were exported to perform Tukey's tests
(P<0.05) with the Statistical Analysis System software 8.1.

2.5. Protein identification

Spots of interest were excised from four preparative gels using
the Ettan Spot Picker (GE Healthcare). For MS analysis, spots
were collected in microtiter plates and dehydrated gel particles
were incubated on ice submerged in 2.0 µl digest buffer
containing 25 ng trypsin (Promega MS Gold, Promega, Madison,
WI,USA), 100mMNH4HCO3and10%CH3CN (v/v).After30minof
rehydration, an additional 10 µl of a buffer containing 25 mM
NH4HCO3 and 10% CH3CN (v/v) was added. After 180 min of
proteolysis at 37 °C, the resulting peptides were concentrated
and desalted using micro column solid phase tips (PerfectPur-
eTMC18 tip, 200 nl bed volume, Eppendorf, Hamburg, Germany)
and eluted directly onto a MALDI target plate (OptiMaldi plate,
Applied Biosystems, Foster City, CA, USA) using a 1.1 µl volume
of 50% (v/v) CH3CN:0.1% (v/v) CF3COOH solution saturated with
recrystallizedα-cyano-4-hydroxycinnamicacidand spikedwith
internal standards, i.e. 20 fmol/µl Glu1-Fibrinopeptide B (m/z
1570.677), des-Pro2-Bradykinin (m/z 963.516) and Adrenocorti-
cotropic Hormone Fragment 18–39 Human (m/z 2465.198). A
MALDI-tandem MS instrument (MALDI TOF/TOF 4800, Applied
Biosystems)was used to acquire PMFs and subsequent 1 kV CID
fragmentation spectra of selected peptides. PMF spectra and
peptide sequence spectra were obtained using the settings as
presented in Supplementary Tables S1, S2. Each MALDI plate
was calibrated according to the manufacturers' specifications.
All PMF spectra were internally calibrated using the standards
(±10 ppm threshold). This resulted in an averagemass accuracy
of 5 ppmof any analyzed peptide spot. Using the individual PMF
spectra, up to eight peptides exceeding an S/N value of 40 that
passed through a mass exclusion filter (Table S3) were sub-
mitted to fragmentation analysis. Fragmentation spectra were
recorded according to the settings displayed in Table S2 (no
internal calibration was used). PMF spectra and the peptide
sequence spectra of each sample were processed with the
accompanied software suite (GPS Explorer 3.5, Applied Biosys-
tems) andparameterswere set as summarized inTable S4. Data
search files were generated according to settings presented in
Table S5 and submitted against non-redundant NCBI restricted
to Viridiplantae and complemented with all Genbank plant XI
sequences (Table 2) as well as clustered XI-encoding EST
sequences for protein homology based cross-species identifica-
tion [23,24] using a local database search engine (Mascot 2.1,
Matrix Science). Retained hits have molecular weight search
(MOWSE) scores (falling within the 95th percentile confidence
interval) above 69 [25]. In order to estimate the false positive rate
of the protein homology dataset, a decoy database was gen-
erated. Each protein amino acid sequence was shuffled using
theEMBOSS shuffle tool [26]. Estimationof the falsepositive rate
resulted in the detection of two false positives/1000 queries for
P≤0.05 settings or zero false positives/1000 queries for P≤0.02
settings.
3. Results

3.1. 2D-DIGE of seed proteins for six differentwheat cultivars

2-DE and MS analysis of XI proteins, purified from wheat
wholemeal on the basis of their affinity for specific xylanases,
previously revealed the existence of polymorphic families of
TAXI-, XIP-, and TLXI-type proteins [11]. The aim of this study
was to differentiate between the isoforms and PTMsof the three
types of XIs within a crude wheat grain extract and to elucidate
their quantitative variation among different wheat cultivars.
Therefore, six wheat cultivars, grown on the same location and
in identical environmental conditions, were selected for analy-
sis using 2D-DIGE. The cultivars were chosen because of their
distinct ‘total’ TAXI, XIP, and TLXI levels (Table 1) [21].



Fig. 1 – (a) PCA plot (score plot) of six cultivars, based on all
spots present in at least 75% of all spot maps. The two
principal components discretely cluster the 24 individual
spot maps (4 replicates/cultivar) into six reference groups,
corresponding to the six cultivars under study. (b) Schematic
overview of PCA plot (loading plot) of the identified XIs and
chitinases, clustered into groups comprising the following
spots (IDs as indicated in Figs. 2 and 5): TAXI (40 kDa, A),
spots 346, 358, 365, 370, 374, 375; TAXI (40 kDa, B), spots 334,
340, 347; TAXI (40 kDa, C), spots 330, 339; TAXI (30 kDa), spots
636, 669; XIP-I (least glycosylated forms), spots 706, 709, 711,
713, 714, 716, 717, 720, 722, 882; XIP-I (more glycosylated
forms), spots 674, 676, 677, 678, 679; XIP-I (most glycosylated
forms), spots 635, 637, 639, 642, 643; XIP-III, spots 624, 659,
689, 700; TLXI, spots 1017, 1049, 1055; chitinases (group I),
spots 570, 571, 586, 587; chitinases (group II), spots 726, 750,
759, 760, 773; chitinases (group III), spots 753, 762, 763, 779.
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Over one thousand soluble wheat seed proteins were
resolved in a pI range of 6 to 11 and in a molecular mass
range of 10 to 60 kDa, a region specifically suited for separation
of the three types of XIs. TAXI-type XIs simultaneously occur
as a 40 kDa single polypeptide and as a processed form
consisting of two disulfide-linked polypeptides of ∼10 and
∼30 kDa. Only the 10 kDa C-terminal polypeptides of the
processed form were lost in these analyses given their more
acidic pI values (theoretical pI values of 5.0–5.3). As four
biological replicates were analyzed for each cultivar, in total,
36 spot maps were recovered after 2-DE, of which 12 internal
standards. After matching, 583 protein spots were found in at
least 3 out of 4 spotmaps andwere included in the PCA. The 24
spot maps discretely clustered into six groups, corresponding
to the six cultivars under study (Fig. 1a). The PCA plot thus
indicates a high reproducibility between replicate samples
and shows distinct protein abundance patterns between the
six cultivars. As no outlier spot maps were observed, all of
them were incorporated in the further statistical analysis.

3.2. Identification of XI proteins

The first issue addressed was the identification of all XI (iso)
forms within the complex pattern of wheat seed proteins
(Fig. 2). On the basis of previously obtained 2-DE fingerprints of
affinity-purified XIs on the one hand and, evaluation of 2D-
immunoblots of complex wheat seed patterns after probing
with anti-TAXI, anti-XIP or anti-TLXI antibodies on the other
hand [11], regions of interest were defined for which as many
spots as possible were excised for MALDI-TOF/TOF analysis. In
total, 48 spots were identified as one of the three types of XIs,
of which 18 TAXI (11 non-processed 40 kDa forms and 7
cleaved 30+10 kDa forms), 27 XIP and 3 TLXI (iso)forms
(Table 3, Table S6). Fig. 2 shows a representative spot map of
wheat seed proteins (cultivar Klein-Estrella, Cy-5) for which all
identified XI spots are labelled by their master spot ID.

Thehighaminoacidsequence similarityamongthedifferent
TAXI variants and hence, the limited number of variant specific
tryptic peptides, highly complicated the proper assignment of
MS spectra to a certain variant (Table S6). Nevertheless,
minimally 4 out of 12 TAXI variants, present in our customized
database (Table 2), were distinguished for the non-cleaved form
of TAXI-type proteins: TAXI-725ACCN, TAXI-Ia, TAXI-IIa and
TAXI-IV. Their pIs and molecular masses range from 7.6 to 8.6
and from 38.8 to 40.3 kDa, respectively. All these variants were
identified in the cleaved form as well, except for TAXI-IIa. The
30kDapolypeptideshavepIs andmolecularmasses between8.6
and 9.0, and 26.9 and 30.5 kDa, respectively. These findings are
in agreement with previous results on affinity-purified XIs [11].
The occurrence of the TAXI-725ACC variant cannot be excluded
since this variant shows 97% identity with the TAXI-725ACCN
variant [11]. All tryptic peptides could be accounted for as
originating fromboth forms. The samewas true for TAXI-IV and
TAXI-IIb, which share 99% identity [27]. For several spots not all
tryptic peptides could be matched to a single TAXI variant,
indicating the presence of at least two isoforms in a single spot.
Moreover, the samegenetic variant couldbe identified inseveral
spots (Table S6). These observations can be explained by the
formation of charge-altering PTMs. Remarkably, all the 40 kDa
TAXI spots can be divided in either of two groups, the first group



Fig. 2 – Representative spot map of wheat seed albumins/globulins (cultivar Klein-Estrella, Cy-5) in a pI range of 6 to 11 and a
molecular mass range of 10 to 60 kDa. The positions of the identified XI protein (iso)forms are indicated with their master spot
ID in the three zoomed-in regions of the gel.
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including 7 spots identified as TAXI-Ia and/or TAXI-725ACCN/
TAXI-725ACC and the second group containing 4 spots identi-
fied as TAXI-IV/TAXI-IIb and/or TAXI-IIa. For the processed
forms of TAXI-type XIs, the identification was obscured by the
presence of highly abundant wheat proteins; i.e. globulin-1 (gi|
110341795) or tritin (gi|391929) (Table S6).

The 27 spots identified as XIP-type XIs can mainly be
divided into two groups, either containing the XIP-I or the XIP-
III variant. The latter was detected in spots 624, 659, 689 and
700 situated near neutral pI, which corresponds to its
theoretical pI of 6.9. Tryptic peptides of XIP-I were distin-
guished in the remaining 24 spots. This implies that both
genetic variants are present as different forms, varying in pI
and molecular mass. Vertical shifts were already ascribed to
different degrees of glycosylation, while charge heterogeneity
Table 2 – Putative XI sequences (Triticum aestivum) included in

Protein name Accession no. Theor. MM/pI

40 kDa form 30 kDa form

TAXI-type xylanase inhibitors

TAXI-Ia gi|116666775 38.8/8.2 26.9/8.7
TAXI-725ACCN gi|156186245 39.1/7.6 27.0/8.6
TAXI-725ACC gi|156186243 39.3/8.0 27.2/8.3
TAXI-IIa gi|62996368 40.3/8.4 27.1/9.3
TAXI-Ib gi|62996372 39.2/8.6 27.3/9.0
TAXI-Iib gi|62996370 40.3/8.4 27.4/8.7
TAXI-III gi|56201270 39.2/8.6 27.3/9.0
TAXI-IV gi|56201272 39.7/8.6 27.0/9.0
TAXI-801NEW gi|156186253 40.2/9.0 27.1/9.3
TAXI-602OS gi|156186249 41.7/9.5 –
TAXI-801OS gi|156186251 46.1/9.1 –
TAXI-725OS gi|156186247 41.6/6.0 –
is not yet clarified [11]. The identification of XIP-type proteins
was highly consistent with earlier results, with the exception
that the occurrence of an additional genetic variant XIP-R2
was confirmed in spot 711, next to the XIP-I variant (Table S6).
Migration of XIP-R2 to a more alkaline position within the gel
is in agreement with its theoretical pI of 8.5.

Finally, three spots corresponded to a single genetic variant
of TLXI. They only vary inmolecularmass, which is accounted
for by differences in glycosylation [11].

3.3. Relative contribution of different XI (iso)forms to the
total XI population

To determine the relative abundance of each XI form, spot
volumes of the identified XI spots of the 24 spot maps were
the search database.

Protein name Accession no. Theor. MM/pI

XIP-type xylanase inhibitors

XIP-I gi|31615809 30.3/8.3
XIP-III gi|66766322 30.5/6.9
XIP-R1 gi|153918942 30.0/7.6
XIP-R2 gi|153918944 29.9/8.5
XIP-II (Triticum durum) gi|18693099 30.7/9.1

TLXI-type xylanase inhibitors
TLXI gi|110836641 15.6/8.4
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exported from the DeCyder software. For each spot map
separately, volume ratios of individual TAXI, XIP or TLXI spots
over the sum of the total population of TAXI, XIP or TLXI spots,
respectively, were calculated. This way, the relative contribu-
tion of each XI (iso)form to the total level of XIs of a specific
inhibitor class was obtained for each wheat cultivar (%
XI(cultivar)) as was the average for the six cultivars (% XI(average))
using the following formulas:

k XI cultivarð Þ =

P4
j = 1

Volume XI IDð Þ½ �iP XI spots

i = 1
Volume XI IDð Þ½ �i

� �
j
�100

 !

4
ð1Þ

XI(ID): individual XI (iso)form per inhibitor class (spot ID, as
indicated in Fig. 2), i: total number of identified XI spots per
inhibitor class, j: quadruplicate samples for each cultivar

k XI averageð Þ =
P6

k = 1 k XI cultivarð Þk
6

ð2Þ

k: averaged over six wheat cultivars.
These calculations were not feasible for the processed form

of TAXI-type proteins since most of these spots show a great
overlap with non-XI proteins. Fig. 3 shows the percentages of
the XI spots, on average for the six cultivars (% XI(average)), for
Fig. 3 – Average relative contribution of the individual (a) TAXI (4
TAXI-IV/TAXI-IIb/TAXI-IIa], (b) XIP [( ), XIP-III, and (■), XIP-I, (□)
(c) TLXI (iso)forms to the total TAXI (40 kDa), XIP and TLXI populat
values (Tukey's test; P<0.05) are assigned by different letters (A–
(a) TAXI- (40 kDa polypeptides), (b) XIP- and (c) TLXI-type XIs,
based on Tukey's tests (P<0.05).

For the 40 kDa polypeptides of TAXI-type XIs the two most
intense spots, i.e. spot 340 (TAXI-IV/TAXI-IIb) and spot 374
(TAXI-Ia) (Fig. 2), represent a considerable proportion (∼45%) of
the total population. As mentioned earlier, when a mixture of
two genetic variants was identified for the TAXI spots, each
time a combination of TAXI-Ia and TAXI-725ACCN/TAXI-
725ACC or of TAXI-IV/TAXI-IIb and TAXI-IIa was found.
Cultivars differ in the relative proportions of both groups
[Fig. 4a, Tukey's test (P<0.05)]. While cultivars Kirkpinar-79,
Klein-Estrella and Martonvasari-17 contain higher levels (64–
72%) of the TAXI-Ia/TAXI-725ACCN/TAXI-725ACC group than
the TAXI-IV/TAXI-IIb/TAXI-IIa forms, cultivars Lona, Glenlea
and Hereward have approximately equal levels of both. The
commonoccurrence of specific TAXI isoforms in oneof the two
groups is consistentwith their chromosomal locationand their
suggested relationship (Gert Raedschelders, Laboratory of
Gene Technology, Katholieke Universiteit Leuven, Leuven,
Belgium, personal communication). Indeed, TAXI-Ia and
TAXI-725ACCN/TAXI-725ACC on the one hand, and TAXI-IIa
and TAXI-IIb/TAXI-IV on the other hand, are believed to be
homoeologs, being located on separate genomes of hexaploid
wheat. In contrast, for the B-genome specific TAXI-Ia and
0 kDa) [( ), TAXI-725ACCN/TAXI-725ACC/TAXI-Ia and (■),
XIP-I/XIP-R2, XIP-forms contributing <1% are not shown] and
ion, respectively, in sixwheat cultivars. Significantly different
E).



Fig. 5 – Phylogenetic tree showing the relationship between
(putative) TAXI sequences. The tree was generated using
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TAXI-IIa, a paralogous relationship is suggested, as is also the
case for the D-genome specific TAXI-725ACCN/TAXI-725ACC
and TAXI-IIb/TAXI-IV. Generally, the promoter regions of
orthologs contain similar regulatory motifs, while this is not
necessarily true for paralogs [28]. These findingsmay also hold
for homoeologs and paralogs in polyploid organisms. Fig. 5
shows a phylogenetic tree of all putative TAXI genetic variants.

For XIP-type XIs, on average, the three spots with the
highest spot volumes (722, 679 and 643; XIP-I) (Fig. 2) make up
approximately 55% of the total XIP population (Fig. 3b). In
contrast to TAXI-type XIs, a single genetic variant, XIP-I, is
predominant, representing on average 92% of the total level of
XIP-type XIs. XIP-III and XIP-R2 occur in much lower levels. An
important feature of XIP-type XIs is their glycosylation
pattern. Overall, for the multiple (iso)forms, varying in pI,
vertical trains, mostly consisting of three separate spots, are
visible (Fig. 2). A comparison of the glycosylation degree [11] of
the six cultivars reveals that the least or non-glycosylated
forms make up the largest part (40–64%) of the total XIP
population [Fig. 4b, Tukey's test P<0.05)]. The level of themore
and the most glycosylated forms is very alike, ranging from
17–28% and 13–29%, respectively.
Fig. 4 – (a) Relative contribution of ( ) TAXI-725ACCN/TAXI-
725ACC/TAXI-Ia and ( ) TAXI-IV/TAXI-IIb/TAXI-IIa to the
total TAXI population in six wheat cultivars. (b) Relative
contribution of the ( ) least and ( ) more/most glycosylated
forms of XIP-type XIs to the total XIP population in six wheat
cultivars; Ki: Kirkpinar-79, Kl-E: Klein-Estrella, Ma: Marton-
vasari-19, Lo: Lona, Gl: Glenlea, He: Hereward, Av, average of
six cultivars.

TreeView 1.6.6.
The opposite was found for TLXI-type XIs, for which only
one genetic variant was found. The most glycosylated form
(spot 1017, Fig. 2) [11], on average, represents the highest
proportion (∼43%) of the total TLXI population (Fig. 3c).

3.4. Intercutivar variation in three classes of polymorphic
XIs

Table 3 represents differences in protein abundance of the
large families of XI forms between the six cultivars. One-way
ANOVA indicates whether an overall statistically significant
difference (threshold P<0.01) in protein abundance is mea-
sured between the six cultivars. Themultiple comparison test,
in which all cultivars are compared two-by-two, was per-
formed to reveal more specifically for which cultivars the
differences in abundance (expressed as average ratios in
Tables 3 and S7) are significant. Differences in relative XI
levels among the different cultivars are represented in log
standard abundance profiles, included in Table 3.

3.4.1. Intercultivar variation within a single class of XIs
For the 40 kDa polypeptides of TAXI-type proteins only 5 of the
11 identified spots show significant intercultivar variation.
While overall TAXI levels in the six cultivars vary by a factor
2.4 [21], significant differences in the levels of specific TAXI
40 kDa forms range from 1.5 to 4.0. Spot 374, identified as TAXI-
Ia, shows a 4.0- and 3.3-fold higher abundance in cultivar
Martonvasari-17, than in Kirkpinar-79 and Hereward, respec-
tively. As this TAXI-form, on average, makes up 27% of the total
level of TAXI (40 kDa) (Fig. 3a), it would be expected to have a
major influence on the total TAXI population, and probably on
the xylanase inhibition activity. Nevertheless, based on activity
measurements, Martonvasari-17 has a lower ‘total’ TAXI level
(68 ppm) than Kirkpinar-17 (110 ppm) and Hereward (115 ppm).



Table 3 – Statistical analysis of identified wheat XI proteins.

a) Spot numbers as indicated in Fig. 2. b) Mascot probability scores for the entire protein and for ions. c) % Sequence coverage. d) One-wayANOVA
(as calculated in DeCyder EDAmodule) P-values <0.01 (bold) are considered significant. e) Average ratios (P<0.01 in multiple comparison test) of
largest difference in protein abundance between the cultivars. f) Log standard abundance profiles, generated in DeCyder EDA [x-axis (from left to
right): cultivars Glenlea, Hereward, Kirkpinar-79, Klein-Estrella, Lona, Martonvasari-17; y-axis: log standard abundance relative to the internal
standard]. Significant (P<0.01, multiple comparison test) differences in protein abundance between the cultivars are indicated by different
letters (A, B, C, D). Overlapping letters indicate no significant difference.
⁎Spot identified as one of two XI forms, which are highly similar sequence variants and therefore indistinguishable by our MS/MS results. ⁎⁎Spot
containing a mixture of two XI genetic variants, as peptides for both were matched in MS/MS analysis.

Table 3 – Statistical analysis of identified wheat XI proteins.
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Table 3 (continued)

a) Spot numbers as indicated in Fig. 2. b) Mascot probability scores for the entire protein and for ions. c) % Sequence coverage. d) One-way
ANOVA (as calculated in DeCyder EDA module) P-values <0.01 (bold) are considered significant. e) Average ratios (P<0.01 in multiple
comparison test) of largest difference in protein abundance between the cultivars. f) Log standard abundance profiles, generated in DeCyder
EDA [x-axis (from left to right): cultivars Glenlea, Hereward, Kirkpinar-79, Klein-Estrella, Lona, Martonvasari-17; y-axis: log standard
abundance relative to the internal standard]. Significant (P<0.01, multiple comparison test) differences in protein abundance between the
cultivars are indicated by different letters (A, B, C, D). Overlapping letters indicate no significant difference.
⁎Spot identified as one of two XI forms, which are highly similar sequence variants and therefore indistinguishable by our MS/MS results.
⁎⁎Spot containing a mixture of two XI genetic variants, as peptides for both were matched in MS/MS analysis.
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High similarities in abundance profiles between the different
cultivars are observed for spots 330 and 339, both identified as
TAXI-725ACCN/TAXI-725ACC (Table 3). In addition, spots 340
and 347 (TAXI-IV/TAXI-IIb), on the one hand, and spots 346
(TAXI-725ACCN/TAXI-725ACC) and 374 (TAXI-Ia), on the other
hand, are characterized by highly comparable abundance
patterns among the six cultivars. A schematic PCA plot
(Fig. 1b) of the identified proteins gives a rough estimate of the
relationship between different proteins within a cluster and
between individual proteins and wheat cultivars, represented
by their replicate spot maps (Fig. 1a).
For 5 out of 7 identified 30 kDa forms of TAXI-type XIs no
reliable quantitative statements can be made, as they overlap
with non-XI proteins. Average ratios (P<0.01) between the
cultivars range between 1.6 and 3.7 for spots 636 and 669, both
identified as TAXI-725ACCN/TAXI-725ACC.

For XIP-type XIs, only 4 of the 27 identified spots do not
show significant intercultivar differences. Overall XIP levels
among the six cultivars were previously shown to vary by a
factor 2.4 [21]. In this study, 5-fold differences in abundance
between cultivars are demonstrated for some XIP (iso)forms
while other forms show similar levels. The largest changes
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in abundancewere found for spots 659 and 700, both identified
as XIP-III. However, this variant only represents a minor
proportion of the total XIP population. Highly similar abun-
dance profiles are observed for the XIP-III spots, in particular
between spots 624 and 659 (the more glycosylated forms) and
spots 689 and 700 (the least glycosylated forms) (Table 3,
Fig. 1b). In total, wheat cultivar Martonvasari-17 expresses the
largest level of this genetic variant, while this is one of the
cultivars with the lowest ‘total’ XIP levels.

A similar intercultivar variation was also demonstrated for
the least (spots 709, 711, 716, 720andspots 714and717), themore
(spots 674, 677, 678 and 679) and the most glycosylated XIP-I
forms (spots635and639andspots637, 642and643), adistinction
based on their increasing molecular masses (Table 3). They
properly cluster in Fig. 1b. Spot 882, in turn, shows a high
similarity to the abundancepattern of the least glycosylatedXIP-
I forms. This spot is situated at amolecularmass of∼25 kDa and
near neutral pI and is probably formed by cleaving of the C-
terminal part of XIP-I, as peptides, matched in MS/MS, were
situated close to the N- but none to the C-terminus.

Three spots, identified as TLXI-type XIs, show remarkable
changes in abundance between the six cultivars. Average
ratios (P<0.01) vary from 1.5–4.6 (Table 3), while the overall
TLXI levels for the six cultivars vary by a factor 2.9 [21].
Correlations between the relative intensities of spots 1017,
1049 and 1055 were found for the six cultivars (Table 3, Fig. 1b).

3.4.2. Similarities in intercultivar variation between XI forms
of different classes
Not only within one class of XIs, but also between different
TAXI, XIP and TLXI (iso)forms comparable intercultivar
abundance patterns could be distinguished (Table 3, Fig. 1).
Fig. 6 – Positions of identified chitinases (spot IDs are indicated)
(cultivar Klein-Estrella, Cy-5). Three groups are formed based on
586, 587; group II: spots 726, 750, 759, 760, 773 and group III: spo
A similar pattern is observed for TLXI (spots 1017, 1049 and
1055) and XIP-III (spots 689 and 700), as well as for the 40 kDa
TAXI-725ACCN/TAXI-725ACC form (spots 330, 339), its cleaved
counterpart (spots 636, 669) and several XIP-I forms (spots 709,
711, 716). Thus, it can be hypothesized that the expression of
some XI variants or the production of PTMs is co-regulated
within the wheat grain. This, in turn, may well imply that
several XI forms are involved in similar processes within the
plant, possibly within plant defence.

3.4.3. Similarities in intercultivar variation between XIs and
non-XI proteins
In a next step, correlations in relative levels of specific XI
forms and non-XI proteins were sought for the six cultivars,
focussing on the intercultivar variation in several other plant
defence-related proteins.

In total, 16 chitinases (gi|2502681, gi|75309544, gi|75262903,
gi|62465514, gi|116316), 11 peroxidases (gi|157830301, gi|
22001285), 4 thaumatin-like proteins (TLP-7) (gi|14164981), 2
grain softness proteins (gi|60652224), 2 secretory proteins (gi|
5669008), 2 pathogenesis-related 1.1 proteins (gi|3702663), a
small Ras-related GTP-binding protein (gi|16903082) and a
wheatwin-2 precursor protein (gi|34925032) were identified
(Table S6). Pattern analysis only revealed remarkable simila-
rities between some XIs and chitinases. The positions of the
different chitinase (iso)forms in the complex pattern of wheat
seed proteins are indicated in Fig. 5. Based on their abundance
profiles among the different cultivars, 3 groups of chitinases
can be distinguished (Fig. 6). For each group, relative levels for
the six cultivars similar to someXI formswere found, as shown
in Figs. 1b and 7. Group I, consisting of class I chitinases (spots
570, 571, 586 and587), andTAXI-725ACCN/TAXI-725ACC/TAXI-
within a representative spot map of wheat seed proteins
their abundance profiles (see Fig. 7): group I: spots 570, 571,
ts 753, 762, 763, 779.
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Ia (spots 330 and 339) show comparable patterns. Similarities
in abundance were also found for group II, belonging to class II
chitinases (spots 726, 750, 759, 760 and 773), and three XIP-I
spots (635, 637 and 639). Group III (spots 753, 762, 763 and 779)
also consists of class II chitinases which are characterized by
analogous abundance profiles, in particular to TLXI (spots
1017, 1049 and 1055).
4. Discussion

In this study, we have used the 2D-DIGE approach coupled to
multivariate statistical analysis for the quantitative analysis
of the large polymorphic families of the three currently known
classes of XIs in six wheat cultivars and for discovery of
promising correlated proteins.

Homology based peptide analysis led to the identification of
48 XI protein forms, of which 18 TAXI- (11 unprocessed and 7
cleaved forms), 27 XIP-, and 3 TLXI-type XIs. The high multi-
plicity of spots as well as their position within the 2D-gel
corresponded remarkably well with our previous findings for
affinity-purified XIs. An additional genetic variant, XIP-R2, for
which itwasnot known if expression actually occurred inwheat
grains,was identified, albeit present in very low levels. Earlier, it
was stated that this isoform most likely resides in wheat plant
parts other than the caryopsis, or occurs under stress condi-
tions. It exerts a xylanase specificity distinct from that of XIP-I
and XIP-III, as it previously escaped entrapment by the A. niger
xylanase affinity column during XIP purification [11].

Based on our experimental data, 35 of the 48 identified XI
spots were shown to display significantly different abun-
dances among the six cultivars. Ratios (P<0.01) of TAXI-, XIP-
and TLXI-type XIs ranged between 1.5–4.0, 1.4–5.3 and 1.5–4.6,
respectively. Thus, the obtained differences in the relative
levels of the XI (iso)forms are more pronounced than the
overall intercultivar variability in TAXI, XIP and TLXI, mea-
sured previously (factor 2.4, 2.4 and 2.9, respectively) [21].

The relative contribution of each TAXI, XIP or TLXI (iso)form
to the total level of TAXI, XIP and TLXI-type XIs, respectively,
was determined. Overall, it can be stated that the total level of
TAXI (40 kDa) proteins cannot be attributed to a singlemember
of the large TAXI-gene family. In contrast, multiple TAXI
isoforms (TAXI-725ACCN/725ACC, TAXI-Ia, TAXI-IIa, TAXI-IV/
TAXI-IIb) occur in considerable quantities under healthy
conditions. The opposite was found for XIP-type proteins. On
average, XIP-I makes up approximately 92% of the ‘total’ XIP
level. These results imply that the development by genetic
engineering of TAXI-free or low-TAXI wheat cultivars, attrac-
tive for industrial applications in which microbial, inhibitor-
sensitive xylanases are added as processing-aids, would be a
Fig. 7 – Log standard abundance profiles of XI and chitinase
spots (designated by their master spot IDs, Figs. 2 and 5)
among the six cultivars, indicating the similarities in relative
levels between some XI (iso)forms and these PR-proteins.
Group I: class I chitinases and TAXI-725ACCN/725ACC/Ia;
Group II: class II chitinases and XIP-I; Group III: class II
chitinases and TLXI.
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very difficult task, whereas this would bemore feasible for the
XIP counterparts.

Comparison of the log standard abundance profiles of the
multiple TAXI (30 kDa and 40 kDa) formswith the differences in
‘total’ TAXI levels (Table 1) [21], allows to conclude that a
combinationof all thedifferent forms is presumablydecisive for
the ‘total’ XI activity. However, the highest correlations (P<0.05)
were found between the overall TAXI level and TAXI-725ACCN/
TAXI-725ACC (30 and40kDa). Since this geneticvariantdoesnot
make up the largest part of the total TAXI population (Fig. 3a)
this would mean that TAXI-725ACCN/TAXI-725ACC can be
distinguished by a higher specific activity than the other genetic
variants. As 6 out of the 7 TAXI 30 kDa spots were identified as
TAXI-725ACCN/TAXI-725ACC, it could be suggested that this is
the predominant form after cleaving. Previous results had
shown that mature wheat grains contain approximately equal
levels of the processed and the unprocessed forms [21]. Thus,
another explanation for the observed correlation may be that
the processed form of TAXI-725ACCN/TAXI-725ACC has amore
profound influence on the total XI activity.

The intercultivar variation in ‘total’ XIP levels [21] corre-
lates (P<0.05) with the more and most glycosylated XIP-I
forms. However, they do not represent the major part of the
‘total’ XIP population (Fig. 3b). It can be hypothesized that a
higher degree of glycosylation increases the XI activity. It has
been suggested that glycosylation is involved in stabilizing the
activity of native XIP-I [5].

The observed pattern of spot 1017, the most glycosylated
form of TLXI which contributes most to the ‘total’ TLXI
population (Fig. 3c), corresponds (P<0.05) well to the interculti-
var variation measured for the ‘total’ pool of TLXI-type XIs [21].

Several XI (iso)forms, either from one XI class or from
different XI classes, show highly similar abundance patterns
among the six wheat cultivars. This implies that the regula-
tion of the expression or the formation of PTMs of several XI
forms is strongly linked within the wheat grain, and hence,
that they serve a common goal within the plant, probably in
plant defence. The XI (iso)forms showing distinct patterns
may have a more specialized role in the protection of the
plant. It has been demonstrated that XIs can largely differ in
their specificities towards xylanases, e.g. for TAXI-Ia and
TAXI-IIa and XIP-I and XIP-R1. This hypothesis is in line with
transcriptomic studies on TAXI- and XIP-type XIs. Some XI
(iso)forms are considered to act as a basal pre-existing defence
mechanism against pathogens during seed development and
germination, while the transcription of other XI genes is
governed by (a)biotic stress signals, albeit depending on the
type and site of infestation [8–10].

Based on the above and the current work, we can suggest
that several XI genes within the XI gene families, such as Xip-I,
Taxi-Ia and Tlxi, are constitutively expressed under various
physiological conditions, while a higher accumulation of e.g.
Xip-III and Xip-R2 transcripts may be induced under more
restricted conditions (e.g. stress, pathogen attack) [10]. More-
over, XI genes, which were not found to be expressed in
healthy grains, such as Taxi-III or Xip-R1, may be exclusively
regulated in response to specific pathogens or stress condi-
tions. This is consistent with our finding that XIP-R2 is present
inwheat grains in the absenceof XIP-R1. Takahashi-Ando et al.
[10] already stated that Xip-R2 is predominantly expressed in
uninfected wheat tissues, while Xip-R1 transcripts are mainly
induced after attack with the pathogen Erysiphe graminis.

Besides a differential constitutive and induced expression
of XI isoforms, the specific activity or location of these plant
defence-related proteins may be regulated on a second level
by post-translational modifications. While the largest part of
the XIP-type XIs in this study have no or only a moderate level
of sugar residues attached, the majority of the TLXI-type
proteins is highly glycosylated. Glycosylation affects protein
folding, localization and trafficking, protein solubility, anti-
genicity, biological activity, as well as cell–cell interactions
[29]. Moreover, stabilization of proteins by the glycan chains is
proportionate to the number of attached sugar residues [30].
Thus, a variable degree of glycosylation may well provide an
additional means tomodulate the properties of XIP- and TLXI-
type proteins. This corresponds with the abovemade observa-
tion on higher specific activity of glycosylated XI forms.

Asa considerablevariationexists in thebasal and/or induced
levels of the different (iso)forms between the six cultivars, this
would mean that their degree of resistance against pathogenic
attack probably varies according to their unique XI population.
As an example, cultivars Lona and Glenlea contain relatively
high and low levels, respectively, of TAXI-IV/IIb, known to be
inducible by both Fusarium graminearum and E. graminis infec-
tion. XIP-I, which was only enhanced in leaves in response to E.
graminis and wounding, is highly represented in the cultivar
Klein-Estrella. However, no information is available on the
pathogen- or stress-induced expression of e.g. Taxi-725ACCN,
Xip-III or Tlxi. Lots of research still need to be done to determine
to which extent all different XI genes are induced depending on
the (a)biotic signal or site of attack and whether they are
involved in stress-related signaling pathways, as was partly
done for several Xip genes in rice [31,32].

Additional evidence for the role of XIs in plant defence was
provided by a comparison with other identified PR-proteins.
Correlations were found between the levels of several basic
class I and class II chitinase (iso)forms and several forms of
TAXI, XIP and TLXI. Chitinases are considered to be plant
defence-related proteins as they protect against fungal patho-
gens by degrading chitin, a major component of the cell walls
of fungi [33]. Plant chitinases are proteins of 25–35 kDa, of
which many are located in the apoplast, similar to XIP-R1 [10].
The presence of signal peptides in all themembers of the three
classes of XIs equally points to their extracellular localization.
Similar to what is described for XIs, several chitinases are
constitutively expressed, while some are induced by pathogen
attack and treatment with elicitors and abiotic factors, such as
plant hormones [33]. The similarity in abundance between
some XI (iso)forms and several chitinases may well point to
the co-regulation of their expression or formation of PTMs
within the wheat grain and gives an indication of their coop-
erative action in plant protection. A synergetic action in the
inhibition of fungal growth was previously observed for
chitinases and β-1,3-glucanases [33].

In conclusion, the work presented here shows that differ-
ences in XI levels betweenwheat cultivars can be attributed to
various individual differences in the multiple (iso)forms, in
which they occur. Highly distinctive as well as correlated
(expression) levels of XI forms within one class and between
different classes of XIs was found among the six wheat
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cultivars. Furthermore,we suggested a coordinated expression
or formation of PTMs for XIs and chitinases. Cultivar-depen-
dent variations in the constitutive and/or induced levels of the
large polymorphic XI families probably affect their suscept-
ibility to pathogen infection or stress conditions. However, it
remains to be investigated in detail how different XI (iso)forms
are regulated and to which extent they individually may
contribute to plant defence.
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